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Parasitic Copying: Trading on the innovation and
creativity of others

A successful brand does not only appeal to consumers. It also attracts the attention of
other companies – companies that might want to imitate, or even free-ride on, that
brand’s reputation. A successful brand should spur competitors to innovate and thus
increase consumer choice with distinctive new products. However, some merely
copy slavishly, which stifles creativity and reduces choice.
The majority of AIM’s members are in the fast moving consumer goods sector,
producing the every-day branded products upon which consumers rely and in which
they have confidence.
As with any successful industry, Europe’s branded goods sector is beset by parasites,
free-riding on the relationship of trust that our members have established with
consumers. While healthy competition that ensures differentiation of offerings is both
essential and beneficial, parasitic copying attacks the very heart of the branded sector:
the confidence of consumers, derived from consistent quality, proven reliability and
clear communication.
Put simply: if parasitic copiers did not think that they could gain unfair advantage by
free-riding on the brand, there would be no parasitic copies. Instead, the whole
reason for their existence is to try to dishonestly benefit from another’s innovation
and creativity. The legal means to combat the phenomenon are currently inadequate
and appreciation and understanding of the problem within authorities, the judiciary
and the general public are generally poor. If parasitic copies were actively
discouraged the products currently sold as parasitic copies would still be available to
consumers at the same or lower prices; only their packaging would be changed so
the product would stand on its own merits.
The European branded goods industry thus calls upon the European Commission to
work with us to develop both understanding and practical solutions.

Main messages:
1. Parasitic copying impairs consumers’ ability to make informed choices of
products.
2. Parasitic copying is a form of unfair competition that damages fair, healthy
competition.
3. Discouraging parasitic copies does not reduce consumer choice.
4. Parasitic copies adversely affect investment in innovation.
5. The national application/understanding of the law and the impact on industry
of parasitic copying is at a low level in the judiciary. The media and
consumers are not well-informed. The Unfair Commercial Practices Directive
goes only to B2C issues; parasitic copying is also a B2B problem so the brand
manufacturer needs to be able to take action against the manufacturer or seller
of parasitic copies.

Actions sought:
DG MARKT is requested to publicly condemn the practice of producing parasitic
copies. We would also support the Commission conducting a fully comprehensive
study on this area; AIM is ready to work with DG MARKT on the parameters of this
study. Solutions examined should include awareness-raising, both within the
authorities/judiciary and at consumer level, as consumers need to understand that
parasitic copies are not equivalent to brands and copying in this way is not
acceptable or beneficial.
A voluntary code of conduct, facilitated by the Commission, may go some way
towards deterring parasitic copying.
In the next few pages we set out some of the facts about parasitic copying and some
potential solutions that we believe it is essential that we now explore.
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What is a “parasitic copy”?
Parasitic copying takes many - but not necessarily all - of the marketing properties of a
brand and becomes a “variation on a theme”. Thus the colour and shape of the
packaging, the layout and design of the label, the concept and style of the advertising
and promotion and the design of the product itself are all likely to be closely imitated.
By combining certain distinctive visual features inherent in the original brand with
some slightly differentiated features, the end result conveys a similar composite
appearance to the original.

The visual features tend to include:




Label shape, label colouring, style of lettering, design of logo, graphics, name
Pack shape, pack closures, pack colouring
Product shape

The effect is to mislead the consumer into believing that the parasitic copy has the
same quality, the same source of innovation and the same set of values as the original
brand.
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A parasitic copy is not:


A fairly competing product that has its own distinctive identity and visual features.

Please note that this paper does not relate to counterfeiting and piracy.
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Why is parasitic copying a serious problem?
The copier trades parasitically on the goodwill and reputation of the branded goods
manufacturer. The intention of the copier is deliberately to divert consumers into
purchasing their copy, without the copier having to incur any of the investment costs
made by fair competitors to attract customers. Fair competitors invest in distinctive
packaging design, new product development and creative consumer communications
to build their own brand propositions.
The copier can reduce the sales of branded manufacturers by imitating the salient
features of the original product. The copier’s intention is not the promotion of
competition but to free-ride on the branded manufacturer’s reputation and mislead
consumers into purchasing products in the belief that they originate from the same
manufacturer or have similar attributes to the original brand.
Thus not only is the manufacturer affected: consumers are being misleadingly
encouraged to think that parasitic copies are from a similar trustworthy source and/or
are of the same quality as the recognised brand (which consumers have come to
know and trust) that they so closely copy. In times of economic downturn, the
consumer may be swayed more readily if the copy is sold at a slightly lower price
than the original brand, not challenging why the copy is not significantly cheaper
since the producer bears few of the costs of new product development, novel
packaging design, product failure, advertising etc. borne by the original brand
manufacturer.
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Parasitic copies confuse the decision-making process of consumers:





Is it the original product?
Is it the retailer’s, or a competitor’s, product but made by the original brand
owner?
Does it perform as well as the original brand?
Is it better than other competing brands that are packaged distinctively?

Parasitic copies mislead consumers:





It looks the same so it must be the same…
It must be better than other brands (secondary or tertiary brands) because I
recognise the characteristics of the brand leader.
I didn’t realise it wasn’t my usual brand when I bought it but now that I have
carried it home, I’ll try it rather than look stupid by taking it back.
I don’t know if I can take it back just because I made a mistake choosing it.
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Parasitic copies can harm consumer choice:




Parasitic copies on the shelves generally displace other branded products which
are often second and third in terms of market share, ultimately reducing the
number of improved or innovative products – and that means reduced consumer
choice.
Parasitic copies sold by different retail outlets give consumers no reassurance of
consistent quality since a copy from one retailer may be completely different from
a copy purchased from a different retailer. Branded originals provide reassurance
that their quality is consistent wherever they are purchased.

Parasitic copies can harm the original brand owner:







When one copy appears and remains unchallenged, further copies appear from
other copiers so the identity of the original brand is diluted and no longer
distinctive.
The brand, in the battle for differentiation, has built up a number of
communication codes - colour, shape, pack type etc. - that together convey to the
consumer that brand’s attributes. A consumer who buys a parasitic copy believing
it is that brand but finds it to be inferior will lose confidence in the original brand.
This devalues the consumer’s set of performance expectations of the original
brand and leads to reduced brand equity.
Leading brands have to work hard and invest over time to earn the loyalty of their
consumers. Parasitic copies gain an unfair advantage over other fair competitors
by achieving trial on the basis of their apparent similarity to the brand leader,
rather than by competing on their own merits.
This results in devalued brand equity of the original brand, in less return on
investment and in increased costs thus in less ability to take risk – meaning less
possibility to fund innovation and build consumer relationships.
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The results of DG Enterprise’s 2007 Study on the effects of counterfeiting on SMEs
found that parasitic copies were the second source of concern to SMEs as
concerns IPR infringement, second only to design infringement 1 .

Parasitic copies damage fair competition:
Copiers do not incur the costs of new product development, product failure, novel
packaging development, design decisions, advertising, etc that are borne by fair
competitors. They therefore have an unfair advantage over those competitors who
trade fairly.
Brand owners who find that their brands are widely copied incur additional costs of
legal investigation and action, advertising campaigns to accentuate the distinctiveness
of the brand (e.g. “If it’s not Kellogg’s ON the box, it’s not Kellogg’s IN the box”) or
even creation of distinctive new packaging that they would not otherwise need to
spend. Their costs are thus increased whilst the copiers’ costs remain low.



1

Design infringement (44.1%), parasitic copy products (37.1%), trade mark infringement (28.7%)
and patent infringement (27%). Effects of counterfeiting on EU SMEs and a review of various
public and private IPR enforcement initiatives and resources available from DG ENTR:
http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/enterprise_policy/industry/doc/Counterfeiting_Main%20Report_Fina
l.pdf
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How is effective consumer protection policy affected by
parasitic copies?
Consumer protection policy requires that consumers are able to make clearly
informed decisions in selecting their purchases. Significant numbers of consumers
confirm that they have purchased parasitic copies in error and other consumers
mistakenly believe that copy products are made by the brand manufacturer.
The Unfair Commercial Practices Directive, adopted on 11 May 2005, should have
been implemented at national level by 12 June 2007. Several Member States are the
subject of infringement proceedings for inadequate transposition and the
implementation varies widely between countries. For example, in the UK competitors
cannot take direct action under the Directive, in France the blacklist has not been
transposed and in Belgium it seems to be in direct contradiction to the Trade Mark
Law. To date therefore this Directive has not, unfortunately, helped brand owners to
deal with parasitic copies.
Legislators do not recognise consumer detriment where consumers do not complain,
but a policy of high level of consumer protection cannot condone misleading
consumers as long as they do not find out that they have been misled /do not
complain. Parasitic copying is recognised as a problem – c.f. the UCP where it is a
banned practice. However, the UCP requires that consumers complain that a product
is deliberately promoted to suggest it comes from one manufacturer when it comes
from another.
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One example of parasitic copying: retailers’ own labels
Parasitic copies can arise from any manufacturer, retailer or discounter and all can
mislead consumers. We oppose all parasitic copying wherever it comes from and
wherever it is sold. However, retailers selling own label parasitic copies present a
specific problem because of their dual role as customers and competitors and their
role as gatekeepers. We are not anti-own-label and we welcome fair competition. We
do object, however, to parasitic copies which by their nature are unfair and
confusing.

It should also be noted that some blatant copies are sold in discount chains, where
the branded equivalent is not usually present. Consumers are therefore more likely to
be misled by parasitic copies in discounters because they have to rely on “passive
recall” and have no opportunity in-store to correct initial false impressions by
reference to the original brand.
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It is perfectly possible for manufacturers to produce distinctive packaging.
The below are “control photographs” used by the British Brands Group’s 2008 study
into consumer attitudes to such packaging. This is the biggest ever such survey in the
UK and the first since 1998. For further information about this study see Annex Two.
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What is the real effect on brand owners?
Parasitic copies negatively affect the potential for markets to work well. If copiers can
free ride, there is a reduced incentive to invest and compete on quality.
Brand manufacturers’ ability to earn a fair return on their investments in innovation
and, above all, their reputation are damaged by parasitic copies.
The Commission is uniquely placed to be able to gather the evidence of the
economic reality of parasitic copies. Given the sensitive nature of some of the data
involved, it would be inappropriate for this to be consolidated at trade association
level. Data that could be requested from brand manufacturers includes:
-

-

Data:
o
o
o
o

length of time to market of brand;
estimated cost to market of brand;
date of first appearance of parasitic copy;
estimated effect of the parasitic copies on the brand (volume/market
share);
o action taken, if any;
o consumer surveys showing confusion, if any.
Negative effects on innovation: figures on success/failure rates of new
products; investment that could be made in innovation and new product
development being diverted to counteract the impact of parasitic copying;
Real damage: e.g. case histories of consumer damage/disappointment caused
by sub-standard products and unfair loss of market share by brand
manufacturers;
Quantifiable loss: how much overall did parasitic copies cost a company over
(e.g.) the last three years (legal fees, repackaging etc).
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How can brand owners protect themselves?
Some Member States protect against such behaviour through established domestic
laws, although this protection differs widely from country to country. On the other
hand, some Member States have no effective laws to tackle parasitic copying. The
result of this piecemeal approach is that a branded manufacturer may be able to bring
proceedings against a parasitic copier in one Member State but be unable to act
against the same parasitic copy in another or, if he can take action in both, he may
receive two completely contradictory judgments. The single market does not function
consistently for the honest trader.
Where possible, brand owners register:




Their brand names as national or regional trade mark registrations.
Their packaging designs as design registration or trade mark registrations.
Individual elements (e.g. shapes, colour combinations, brand characters) of
their packaging design as design registrations or trade mark registrations.

However the copiers can frequently avoid infringing such registered rights whilst still
copying the “look and feel” of the original brand to enable them to trade on the
brand reputation.
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What action is needed?
We are not seeking to restrict competition. We do not want to restrict the freedom of
competitors to supply spare parts. We are not seeking the extension of intellectual
property protection beyond that which is already available and effective in some
jurisdictions. But parasitic copies should at the very least be uniformly treated as an
unfair marketing practice across the EU with effective, efficient and timely
enforcement measures available to all companies.
Parasitic copying is, at the same time, a consumer protection issue, a competition
issue and an IP issue. However, its complexity does not mean it should not be
addressed.
Parasitic copies that reproduce a substantial part of the features of a product’s
appearance so that the overall appearance of the copy is confusingly similar to the
original:



dilute both the reputation and brand equity of the original brand with no
benefits to competition, consumer choice or consumer protection; and/or
trade on the goodwill built up by the original manufacturer in his brand name
and product quality with the intention or effect of misleading the consumer,
when a perfectly good alternative product could readily have been developed
and marketed without creating risk of confusion.
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Conclusion
DG MARKT is requested to publicly condemn the practice of producing parasitic
copies and to conduct a fully comprehensive study on this area. AIM offers itself as
being ready to work with the Commission on the parameters of this study.
Parasitic copiers must be persuaded to turn their creative talents to developing
alternative propositions rather than trading off the success of our members’ brands.
We are seeking recognition that parasitic copying is a marketing practice that deters
genuine innovation and product development and creates risk of confusion amongst
consumers.
Awareness-raising at national level is needed: the study should also explore how to
educate consumers that parasitic copies are not equivalent to brands and copying in
this way is not acceptable or beneficial.
A further outcome could be the development of a voluntary code of conduct,
facilitated by the Commission, which may deter some parasitic copying in the future.

Annexes
1 Photo dossier
2 British Brands Group study
3 TIE study
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Country: UK
Date: August 2007

An example of the copying of a range

Country: United Kingdom
Date: June 2007
Cost – Brand: £4.99
Other : £

1

2

Country: United Kingdom
Date: June 2007
Cost – Brand: £2.58 (pack of 10)
Other : £1.97

3

Country: United Kingdom
Date: June 2007
Cost – Brand: £4.86
Other : £3.38

Country: United Kingdom
Date: June 2007
Cost – Brand: £4.86 (pack of 20)
Other : £3.38

4

Botellas Rives / Dama de Baza

5

AXE / X-Zone (Kruidvat)

- black cap

- black label in the middle
- text in silver
- shape of the bottle

Country: United Kingdom
Date: August 2007
Cost – Brand: £0.89
Other : £0.75

Country: United Kingdom
Date: June 2007
Cost – Brand: £3.49
Other : £1.00

An example of the copying of a range
Country: United Kingdom
Date: July 2007
Cost – Brand: £3.69
Other : £2.99

6

Country: UK
Date: June 2007
Cost – Brand: £2.20
Other : £0.84

Country: UK
Date: June 2007
Cost – Brand: £3.16
Other : £1.00

Country: United Kingdom
Date: July 2007
Cost – Brand: £2.98
Other : £1.29

Country: United Kingdom
Date: July 2007
Cost – Brand: £2.98
Other : £0.59
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Country: United Kingdom
Date: June 2007
Cost – Brand: £0.92
Other : £0.75

Country: United Kingdom
Date: June 2007
Cost – Brand: £2.79
Other : £0.99
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Country: United Kingdom
Date: August 2007
Cost – Brand: £2.69
Other : £?

Country: United Kingdom
Date: July 2007
Cost – Brand: £1.79
Other : £0.99

Country: United Kingdom
Date: 2006
Cost – Brand: £1.69
Other : £

Country: UK
Date: June 2007
Cost – Brand: £12.48
Other : £4.99

An example of the copying of a range
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Country: United Kingdom
Date: 2007
Cost – Brand: £
Other : £?

Country: United Kingdom
Date: May 2007
Cost – Brand: £0.92
Other : £0.75

Country: United Kingdom
Date: June 2007
Cost – Brand: £0.92
Other : £0.75
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Country: United Kingdom
Date: August 2007
Cost – Brand: £1.67
Other : £1.50

Country: UK
Date: June 2007
Cost – Brand: £1.58
Other : £0.98

Country: United Kingdom
Date: June 2007
Cost – Brand: £1.67
Other : £0.99

Country: UK
Date: June 2007
Cost – Brand: £1.58
Other : £0.88
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New study shows similar packaging misleads
shoppers
A new study commissioned by the British Brands Group provides compelling
evidence that packaging products to look like familiar brands prompts mistaken
purchases and provokes mistaken assumptions about the nature of products. It
also demonstrates that shoppers’ propensity to buy is affected.
Background
The study, the first in over 10 years, was commissioned for a number of policy-related purposes:
-

to indicate to the OFT and Trading Standards that products in similar packaging may breach
the Consumer Protection from Unfair Trading Regulations (CPRs);

-

to inform BERR, which is undertaking a review in 2010 of the CPRs and their effectiveness in
dealing with misleading packaging;

-

to inform DG Sanco which is monitoring the implementation of the Unfair Commercial
Practices Directive.
th

st

The research was undertaken by BMRB between 8 January and 1 February 2009 and comprised
two parts: face-to-face interviews with a representative sample of 1,199 UK grocery shoppers; and
on-line research amongst a sample of between 920 and 946 grocery shoppers representative of
adult internet users and main grocery shoppers aged between 16 – 64 years old.
Key findings
•

38% of shoppers admit to having been confused or misled by the packaging of grocery
products which look similar;

•

33% of shoppers admit to having accidentally bought the wrong product because of its similar
packaging;

•

Shoppers want clear packaging, with 64% being concerned were packaging to suggest a
connection that did not exist with a familiar brand;

•

There is clear evidence that similar packaging induces shoppers to recall the original product;

•

Perceptions of similarity are driven primarily by colour, shape, overall design and size;

•

There is a strong correlation between similar packaging and a belief that the product comes
from the same manufacturer as the original brand;

•

Similar packaging creates a higher propensity for consumers to buy the product, thereby
affecting their buying behaviour. Similar packaging that trades on the reputation of a branded
product may boost a product’s sales by over 50%.

Telephone 07020 934250 Email info@britishbrandsgroup.org.uk www.britishbrandsgroup.org.uk

Detailed findings
There is a positive correlation between similar packaging and a belief that the products are made
by the same manufacturer. As product packaging becomes more similar, so more people believe
the products to come from the same manufacturer.
100%
80%
60%

Similarity of packaging
Likely to be same manufacturer

40%
20%
0%
Products - ranked by similarity

There is also a strong positive correlation between similar packaging and the likelihood of making a
mistaken purchase.
100%
80%
60%

Similarity of packaging
Likely to buy in error

40%
20%
0%
Products - ranked by similarity

The reasons given by shoppers for why they perceive packaging to be similar were:
Colour

79%

Overall design

60%

Shape

54%

Picture / image / photos

28%

Text / font

27%

Logo

23%

Brand name

21%

Averaged across the 20 pairs of products, amongst those respondents thinking the pair of products looked similar.

The products researched
Similar pairs

Less similar “control” pairs

For more on this research, contact John Noble – 01730 821212 or jn@britishbrandsgroup.org.uk

Parasitic copying is unfair play

TIE is an action group that promotes the value of toys and play in the psychological,
physical and social development of children. It is the representative voice of the toy
industry to EU stakeholders. TIE interfaces with the EU institutions and other
European stakeholders on behalf of the toy industry advocating its position in the
fields that are key to the industry.
TIE fully supports the European Union objective to complete the single market and
boost competition. Being a strong supporter of free trade, TIE believes that
competition is key to drive our companies’ success. However, competition is good as
long as it is fair. Therefore, TIE’s position has always been that all companies should
meet their obligations to prevent any likelihood of confusion between products to
avoid an unreasonable exploitation of another's efforts.

Copyright © 2007 Toy Industries of Europe. All rights reserved. Reproduction in any medium requires our permission.
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I.

Introduction

Parasitic copies – also often referred to as look-alikes or knock-offs or slavish imitations – represent a
growing problem in Europe. Copiers have realised that the protection of intellectual property rights has
improved in recent years. By sailing close to the wind, their response has been to intentionally develop
products which are close to the original. These traders are deliberately, designing their products to avoid
directly infringing any trade marks, design rights and copyrights.
Brand owners in the toy industry face an ever increasing problem from traders producing look-alike toys.
The brand owners have little protection in the European jurisdictions against these traders where these
traders have deliberately designed around intellectual property rights.
There is no consistency across Europe in the application of the law making the environment in which our
companies have to operate unpredictable. In some cases, copiers are free riders who know that the chances
of being prosecuted are almost inexistent.
Toy Industries of Europe has developed this document following a discussion with the European
Commission. The latter expressed an interest and wanted to better understand the issue. In the document,
we seek to explain that parasitic-copying is an issue for the consumer and industry alike. As long as
unscrupulous traders exploit gaps or absence of legislation, imitators will build their success at the
consumer and companies’ expense.

II.

Fraud through parasitic copies must be stopped

•

The size of the problem for the consumer

The Facts:
In 2003, Zapf Creation, a German middle size toy company conducted a survey involving 549 German
households with daughters aged between three to ten years old. 99.6% of the respondents knew the doll
“BABY born” marketed by Zapf Creation, even only by name.
From those who knew the BABY born doll, 80% had already bought some BABY born products. From
those customers, 7.1% accidentally bought a product from the competition whereas their initial intention
was to buy a BABY born branded product. When asked about the reasons of the confusion, the mislead
customers said that the similarity of the packaging was most confusing.

Copyright © 2007 Toy Industries of Europe. All rights reserved. Reproduction in any medium requires our permission.
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32.3% also added that it happened to friends and 22.6% said it happened to relatives. The kid/person who
received the gift discovered the mistake in 58% of the cases. However, in more than 90% the misleading
copy was kept.
In its response1 to a consultation on Unfair Commercial Practices and launched by the Department of
Trade and Industry (DTI) in the UK, the British Brands Group (BBG) confirms that consumers can be
mislead on the true nature of the goods they buy. In the annex to its response, the BBG lists four surveys
which highlight the following results:

Date

Research

Base

% buying by mistake

April 1994

British Market Research Bureau for
Consumers' Association
NOP Research Group for Mars

1,008

21%

-

13% had purchased a copycat
by mistake in the previous six
months

-

3% had a mistaken purchase in
their basket on the day of the
research
17%

March 1995

February 1997

NOP Research Group for Marketing

996

April 1998

RSL Research Group for
Consumers' Association

2,000

6% bought the copycat instead
of the brand in the previous six
months.

Another study2 published in April 2006 by Davenport Lyons and carried out by Ledbury research shows
that only 19% of interviewees in the UK said they could recognise a genuine brand from a look-alike. All
studies showcase that the risk of consumers being mislead can be very high.
A concrete example:
The parasitic copies take unfair advantage of the good-will attached to popular brands. The parasitic copies
seek to mislead the consumer to believe that he or she is buying a high-quality original by borrowing and

1 Unfair Commercial Practices, Stamping out misleading packaging, ,January 2006, the British Brands Group
2
Counterfeiting luxury: Exposing the myths, a research carried out by Ledbury and published by Davenport Lyons.
The the report is based on a survey of over 1,000 consumers.
Copyright © 2007 Toy Industries of Europe. All rights reserved. Reproduction in any medium requires our permission.
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combining certain distinctive features of the original product, thus creating a confusingly similar overall
appearance.
As you will see from the illustration below, look-alikes are very similar by their packaging, colours and
size which are all key features which confuse the customer.

Some similarities

In some jurisdictions, this is likely to be an infringement in some others this is not.

•

The size of the problem for the toy industry

Customers often buy products quickly and as a matter of routine. As the BABY born survey shows, the
number of customers who potentially face a risk of confusion should not be neglected. For instance, the
same Davenport Lyons’ survey states that in the UK, one in two consumers has bought a look-alike in the
past 12 months. By extrapolation, the potential impact of slavish imitations can also be important on the toy
industry’s market shares. In the same survey, 57% of Harrods shoppers believed that look-alikes are
counterfeited products. Therefore, they recognise that look-alikes damage brands but they continue to buy
them. In a highly competitive industry the impact is even more damaging.
Some deliberately design and market their products and packages in a similar manner to branded toys. Such
similarities combined with the sale at prices lower than the branded toys constitute parasitic behaviour

Copyright © 2007 Toy Industries of Europe. All rights reserved. Reproduction in any medium requires our permission.
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since the copier seeks to benefit from others’ investments. Such behaviours also dilute the image of a
brand.
The toy industry’s investment in R&D, marketing and innovative capacity is our biggest added value,
allowing our companies to compete globally. Undermining such efforts simply undermines our industry.
Only a small portion of toys put on the market are successful and this has a cost which our companies
carry. Parasitic copiers are modern industrial robbers and they must be stopped. The cost is paid by the
consumers and business alike.
In 2004, a Spanish court claimed that a toy marketed by Bizak S.A. faced an act of unfair competition from
another trader. On the basis of articles 6 and 11 of the Spanish unfair competition law 3/91, the court
recognised that the use of the same drawings or photographs and their disposition as well as colours present
a series of features that allow an association of the products, hence confusion. However, the toy industry
regrets that such court cases are very costly and time consuming, that the outcome is very unpredictable,
and that there is no consistency across jurisdictions.

III.

From a legal perspective

•

EU-wide legislation

Although the adopted IPR Enforcement Directive makes reference to this ever-growing problem3, previous
drafts of the adopted text had gone further in calling on Commission to address the issue of parasitic
copying and assess whether measures should be taken to “counter the problem of products constituting
parasitic copies (look-alikes).”4
Directive 2005/29/EC on unfair commercial practices was signed by the European Parliament and the
Council on 11 May 2005 and is being implemented. The new law bans unfair advertising, marketing and
other commercial practices used by business when dealing with consumers. The law will particularly apply
to misleading or aggressive practices. Annex 1 to the Directive lists examples of unfair commercial
practices and is a legally enforceable "blacklist". The list includes the following practice:
"Promoting a product similar to a product made by a particular manufacturer in such a manner as
deliberately to mislead the consumer into believing that the product is made by the same manufacturer
when it is not".

3

Directive 2004/48/EC, OJ 2004 L157/45, Recital 13.

Copyright © 2007 Toy Industries of Europe. All rights reserved. Reproduction in any medium requires our permission.
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Unfortunately, the Directive does not cover businesses' dealings with other businesses. However, we hope
that this provision will assist toy manufacturers in tackling look-alike products.

•

Existing Intellectual Property Rights

The safest way of protecting their brand is for toy producers to register the trade marks they apply to their
toys and additionally, wherever possible, to register the new designs. It can however be costly for toy
producers to acquire this form of registered protection although most jurisdictions do have national laws to
protect these rights. Such registrations unfortunately do not protect against “clever” look-alike toys.

•

Unfair Competition

With no registered or unregistered intellectual property rights upon which they can rely, brand owners only
have their national laws on unfair competition (known as passing off in the UK and in Ireland) to which
they can turn. The requirements needed to prove passing off/unfair competition vary throughout the EU
making it difficult for manufacturers to apply a consistent enforcement strategy particularly when it is
harder to establish such a claim in some countries than others. The position varies depending on whether
the look-alikes are exact copies or similar copies and whether confusion has been caused to consumers by
their marketing and sale. These requirements vary from country to country. For example, in the UK,
France and Spain, you have to show actual confusion by the consumers when purchasing the copy product,
whereas in Austria, Ireland, Italy, Denmark and Sweden, showing that there is a likelihood of confusion
should be sufficient. In Austria, where there has been a direct copy with no effort by the copier to
distinguish the goods from those of the original manufacturer, it is not necessary to show confusion.
Intention to cause confusion is another pre-requisite for a claim of unfair competition in most jurisdictions,
except Greece, where it is only necessary to show intention of the copier to compete. In those countries
where proof of intention to cause confusion to consumers is required, successful actions against look-alikes
are extremely difficult to establish due to the evidential burden on the claimant.
In the Netherlands, the concept of the "tenet of slavish imitation" applies. Here it is not unlawful to imitate
a product but the competitor must exercise due care and attention and do all that is reasonable to avoid the
likelihood of confusion.

This positive obligation not to copy another’s products where one could

reasonably have chosen another design is unfortunately not widely found outside Holland.

4

European draft legislative Resolution of December 2003 (FINAL A5-0468/2003), draft recital 13 & new draft article
10a.
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Another hurdle for brand owners in certain jurisdictions is the need to prove that their product has
distinctive characteristics and individuality. In Hungary, products must be distinguishable from others and
already be known to Hungarian consumers. In Italy, the form of the goods must effectively distinguish the
product and indicate the source of the goods for the consumer, thereby influencing the consumer's choice.
If a manufacturer has managed to show imitation and some form of confusion, they then have to show that
damage has been caused. In the UK, this can be the likelihood of damage but in France the damage must
actually be proved. Therefore, for example, if a company has not suffered any financial loss or damage to
its reputation, despite the look-alike potentially affecting the exclusivity and reputation of the brand, a
claim in France would fail on this point.
This summary (full report in annex) of the national legislation clearly demonstrates that there is no uniform
rule or EU-wide regime, making it difficult for our companies and SMEs to deal with the complexity of all
existing national rules.
IV.

Call for EU action

Protecting and enforcing our rights is a daily challenge for the toy industry, more particularly due to the
number of SMEs which do not have the necessary resources. On top of our daily efforts, TIE would like to
call on the EU to take action to create a uniform level of protection across Europe.
Whilst the unfair commercial practices directive affords protection for consumers, it does not address the
serious ongoing problem of the business to business unfair competition practices which continue to leave
manufacturers vulnerable to the effect of parasitic and slavish copying.
Currently, as illustrated by the recent case in the UK of L'Oréal, some jurisdictions do not enable
manufacturers to protect their business easily (or at all) from companies which intentionally copy the
appearance, characteristics and essential elements of the goods.
The requirement to prove actual confusion is a barrier manufacturers face when trying to take action whilst
the copiers can avoid liability in the face of limited or any direct consumer evidence.
TIE believes that the table should be turned and provided a prima facie case of copying can be shown (a
side by side comparison should be sufficient for this purpose).
It should be for the third party copyist to explain and justify the similarities. They should have to satisfy
the court that they have not intentionally copied the essential features, characteristics, and appearance of
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the product in order to take unfair advantage of the original products, diluting and potentially tarnishing the
manufacturer's reputation and good will.
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